It is important for sensor networks to estimate the sensor tag accurately, for example, RFID. Time Difference of Arrival(TDOA) positioning algorithm is well known as the positioning algorithm of the sensor tag. Therefore, the positioning accuracy of conventional linear search algorithm is decreased exceedingly in NonLine-of Sight(NLOS) environment. In this paper, we propose the iterative NLOS delay compensation algorithm based on TDOA in order to fulfill high accuracy in the damaged propagation through NLOS environment. At first, the temporary position is estimated by normal TDOA method and transmission start time is estimated. Next, the time difference between transmission start time and node arrival time is compensated by Delay Compensation Function(DCOMF), and reliability of each node is decided by Reliability Weight Function(RELF). Finally, abnormal error occurred in serious NLOS environment is improved by Limitation method. By those iterative processes, the positioning accuracy is improved.
Introduction
Recently, several positioning systems have been researched that obtain precise location information. In order to estimate these tag's position, TDOA positioning algorithm is focused on because each sensor tag is desirable of plain hardware configuration. Tag's position is estimated to measure arrival time from tag to some reception nodes. in case of executing positioning process, Sensor tag is not necessary to synchronize with node, it is necessary to synchronize in time domain with only each node. Therefore, these features of TDOA positioning algorithm fulfill that sensor tag should be simple, independent and low power consumption. It is known that the accuracy of positioning based on TDOA is degraded by NLOS(non-line-of sight) propagation or multi pass fading environment. NEWTON method which is the TDOA conventional algorithm based on linear search is influenced by measurement error including arrival time of each node. If this accurate information of propagation is derived, it is enable to compensate the measurement error based on NLOS propagation. However, it is difficult to derive the accurate information of propagation generally. In this paper, in order to mitigate the influence of multi pass or NLOS propagation, we propose the iterative delay compensation algorithm based on NEWTON algorithm which improve the accuracy of positioning using the DCOMF and the RELWF. As to DCOMF, firstly, temporary position of tag is estimated by NEWTON method. Next, tag's transmission time is estimated using the temporary position and arrival time of each node. if arrival time of each node don't accord with transmission time of tag, the delay of arrival time by NLOS is compensated by DCOMF. As to the RELWF, the arrival time information reliability of each node is derived by the estimated transmission time of tag and arrival time of each node and this process mitigates influence of NLOS node. And by limitation method of received time of each node, abnormal position estimation error is mitigated by solving the problem caused NEWTON method on TDOA. In this paper, we focus on the positioning algorithm based on TDOA which is applicable to real environment. Furthermore, we propose the iteration delay compensation algorithm which fulfill high reliability positioning in real environment including NLOS propagation or multi pass problem.
Positioning System Configuration

System Model
In this section, we state the system model configuration. The hardware assumed in this paper is the sensor tag whose position is unknown and the node whose position is known and anchored.
The tag is simple and inexpensive hardware. It is the device which emits radio wave, but cannot communicate with node. In other word, faculty of tag is that emits only radio wave irregularly. Therefore, the tag cannot synchronize with the node in time domain, therefore, TOA(Time of Arrival) method cannot be used.
The node is the hardware which receives tag's signal and sends the information of arrival time from tag to master node or signal processing server. This is shown in figure 1. So, arrival time of each node t i is shown in equation 1.
where T start is tag's transmission time, L i is distance between tag and node, c is speed of light, and t N is AWGN and this standard deviation parameter is represented as σ.
Positioning Algorithm based on TDOA
In this chapter, we state TDOA positioning method. In plural nodes whose position are R i [x i , y i ] , the signal from tag is received, and the tag's position [X e , Y e ] is estimated using time difference of arrival of each node. We assume that erasure of signal is not considered, and this process is performed in 2-dimension in this paper, but if this is extended to 3-dimension, the generality of algorithm is not lost. In TDOA system, the synchronism between tag and each node is not necessary. So, the information of distance is derived to compare the received time of nodes.
NLOS problem
If the measured information of arrival time has no error in each node, the accurate position of tag is derived using no less than three nodes. But, such assumption occurs rarely that all node is LOS and there is no error of synchronous time of nodes. In many cases, some nodes fall under critical NLOS or multi pass influence. This NLOS problem is caused from that if there is the obstacle between transmission point and reception point, direct wave cannot arrive at reception point, and diffractive wave or reflective wave only arrive. Thereby, compared with LOS environment, delay of arrival time occurs. In other words, arrival time of each node t i (shown in equation 1) has positive bias. this is shown in 2 and illustrated in figure 2.
where t N is AWGN , and t NLOS is NLOS delay. t NLOS is plus value. 
Iterative NLOS Delay Compensation Algorithm for Positioning
In this chapter, we describe the proposed NLOS delay compensation algorithm which is named as the iterative NLOS delay compensation Algorithm (INDCA). INDCA is as follows. Temporary position of tag is derived using the position and arrival time information of nodes by NEWTON algorithm. Tag's transmission time is estimated using the temporary position and arrival time of each node. Arrival time of each node is compensated by COM function used difference between transmission and arrival time. Reliability of each node is derived. The probable position of tag is derived by these iterative processes. in following section, this is described in details.
Delay Compensation Function
Configuration
In order to mitigate error based on transmission time, COM function is necessary to satisfy following stipulations.
So as not to compensate almost in case of LOS, COM function returns almost zero value at small input.
So as to compensate enough in case of NLOS, COM function returns large value whose inclination is under 1 at large input. Hence, for the COM function satisfied these stipulations, we adopt equation 3.
where A is constant value, and as A is small, this curve of function approachs linear function.
Adaptive COM Function
Generally, this process is repeated using this constant compensation function, NLOS delay compensation effectiveness becomes low increasingly. Therefore, in order to mitigate this low effect, we propose to change the parameter a of the COM function adaptively. To modify this function, each compensation process by COM function becomes more effective. Furthermore, this process is expected to treat various NLOS delay. Modified COM function is given by
A is multiplied 1/2 as each repeated number. This process is shown by
where r is repeated number. This process also enables to adapt in several NLOS situation (from low-grade NLOS to serious NLOS). In the case of large A and initial step of this iterative process, system can correspond with serious NLOS which is large NLOS delay. And in the case of small A and later step of it, system can correspond with low-grade NLOS or the case which NLOS delay is compensated enough after iterative process. As a result, the robustness toward shift of NLOS environment in time domain can be improved by attaching adaptiveness into COM function.
Reliability Weight Function
As L d is enlarged, the reliability of node is degraded because NLOS probability of node ascends similarly. Therefore, To be weighted at each node is effective by its reliability value, and it can improve positioning accuracy. This reliability Re is shown in equation by fraction function Re =
where B is constant value. Hence, it is enable to represent LOS, NLOS, and inexplicitness of LOS and NLOS, by reliability. B is decided by synchronous error σ or NLOS parameter λ.
Limitation of Received time to Mitigate Abnormal Position estimation of NEWTON Method in Serious NLOS Environment
In this section, we analyze the problem of NEW-TON method which is linear seach algorithm, and consider the method to improve it. Generally, the existence curve of TDOA is hyperbola, however, it is only case that the distance computed by received time is in range of distance between nodes. In other word, if the received time of node has no error, the distance computed by received time is smaller than the distance between nodes under any circumstance. In the case that NLOS delay is added in received time of node and the difference of received time is over range of distance between nodes, estimated position by NEWTON algorithm can be convergent in some NLOS errors basically, however, estimated position is divergent in serious NLOS error above certain value, and there is the possibility that the algorithm estimates abnormal position. The reason is as follows. NEWTON algorithm is, well known, the method which inclination at one point of likelihood function is derived, x-intersection point of tangent line is derived (x-axis is TDOA point), and the value is shifted. By this method, rapid convergence can be fulfilled. However, as a feature of TDOA likelihood function, this function is converged shape like approaching both end of distance between nodes. This is shown at "TDOA Likelihood Function Curve" in figure 3. If TDOA value in the range of distance between nodes, it can be converged. However, in the case that distance computed from TDOA value is over exceedingly distance between node by large shift of TDOA value by NLOS, this is represented as Line X in figure  3 . Next, Line 1 is computed from initial point, and this line is intersected at Line X. Furthermore, Line 2 is drew toward Line X from moved point in spite of small inclination. Finally, the value is diverged and this causes abnormal position estimation.
As a means of solving this problem, we modify the TDOA value which exceed distance between nodes. 
Therefore, by this process, the probability of abnormal position estimation can be mitigated.
Case to Nonuse NLOS Node
As a comparison, we consider the case that if L i d is larger than one constant, its node is judged as NLOS and the information of the node is not used for position estimation. If number of available reception nodes is under three, normal process is performed.
Furthermore, after temporary position is estimated, whether node is NLOS or not is decided using its L i d .
(Each NLOS delay of each node is estimated more accurately than the normal case which is executed in one time process.)
Procedure
• STEP1. Raw data T i is limited and the data is redefined as t i = T L i .
• STEP2. Temporary position of tag [X tem , Y tem ] is derived using node's position [x i , y i ] and arrival time t i by NEWTON algorithm.
• STEP3. Tag's transmission time T start is estimated to be sorted in ascending order, and cal-
−r ) where r is iterative number.
• STEP6. L i d is inserted into reliability matrix as one of the NEWTON method process.
• STEP7. Repeated STEP.2-6 in 5 times and finally STEP2 is executed, so that final tag's position is estimated.
Numerical Analysis
In this chapter, the accuracy of position estimation is shown by computer simulation in case of using proposed method, and this is compared with conventional method. Tag's existence field is 100 100[m] which is 2-dimension. Number of base station node is 9,16, and position of each node is known. All node can be received the signal from tag without its erasure. Propagation environment is defined by AWGN parameter σ and NLOS parameter λ, and characterized by these two parameter.
Simulation Parameter
Simulation parameters are shown in In computer simulation, we compare as follows.
• No compensation(Normal NEWTON method in NLOS environment)
• Compensation by COM function only
• Compensation by Adaptive COM function
• Compensation by COM function and attachment of Reliability matrix.
• Nonuse of NLOS node after the iterative step of temporary position estimation
RMSE Comparison Changing NLOS Parameter or Synchronism Error
In this section, location estimation error is shown as RMSE changing NLOS parameter λ. As λ is large, the delay by NLOS propagation is large and the estimation accuracy of positioning becomes low. horizontal axis is NLOS parameter λ, and vertical axis is RMSE. 
RMSE Comparison Changing Synchronism Error between Nodes
Shown in figure 4 and 5, the accuracy of location estimation is improved such as, COM function than no compensation, COM function and REL function than COM function only. Furthermore, it is improved in case of nonuse of NLOS node. And in figure 5, Accuracy result of ACOM+REL method approach appreciably LOS which is ideal, excepting the case of little synchronism error. Nonuse method is improved than other method in low synchronism error. However, it is difficult to judge accurately in large NLOS parameter. this reason is that if final estimated position has error, the NLOS delay computed from the position is inaccurate, and valid judgment is difficult.
Next, in low NLOS parameter, algorithm attached REL function is degraded than non attached one. This reason is as follows. In the case of large synchronism error and small NLOS parameter, difference of reliability among nodes is little. And by attaching weight computed from reliability of node, quantity of available information is decreased relatively.
Abnormal Estimation Rate in Serious NLOS Environment
In this section, we compare the positioning algorithm attached limitation algorithm in section 3.3 with no the limitation, and analyze whether positioning system can estimate valid position or not. As a judgmental standard, if position estimation result is over 100 [m] from inside range enclosed all nodes, abnormal estimation is output. This rate is defined as abnormal position estimation rate. The error rate is analyzed and output in the case of node 9 and 16 changing NLOS parameter. NLOS rate is 0.5. Trial number is 100000. This is shown in figure 6 . Figure 6 shows that abnormal position estimation rate result of limitation method is improved in the case of large NLOS parameter. Especially, in the case of limitation algorithm of node 16, abnormal rate is fulfilled 0 in serious NLOS environment.
Tracking Experiment by Transmission Tag and Reception Node
In this section, we perform the tracking experiment by using prototype device in NLOS environment. Reception nodes are distributed fixedly and the position of each node is listed in table 2. And, tag's position Table 2 : Position of Node is estimated in the case of low-grade NLOS which tag is held up over human head, and in the case of serious NLOS which tag is held on breast side of human body. Tag is moved in drawing rectangle. If signal from tag to node is vanished, available node is reduced, and if available node is less or equal three , system outputs impossibility to estimate position. If estimated position is over excessively inside range of all nodes, previous once estimated result is output. Under this proviso, NEWTON method which is conventional method and INDCA which is proposed method is shown in figure 7 .
This result shows that positioning error occurs in several position by conventional method, however the error is improved in proposed method, and this system enables to fulfill accurate positioning and tracking. 
Conclusion
In this paper, as novel positioning algorithm based on TDOA, we proposed the iterative delay compensation algorithm, and analyzed the its character. Firstly, we estimated and analyzed the transmission start time of target and the delay compensation function. We added the REL function to the algorithm, and utilized adequately the information of node. Furthermore, we mitigated abnormal position estimation in serious NLOS environment. As a result, we showed that the proposed algorithm fulfilled robustness and high accuracy in multi-pass or non-line-of sight propagation environment by numerical analysis and tracking experiment by prototype of node and tag in NLOS environment.
